Le t R, and R2 be In by n matrices of rank rn. Le t 5, and 52 be n-In by n matri ces of rank n-rn s uch th at R,5j = R2Sr = O. Then where At, A2 a nd B I, B2 are any nonsingular matrices of orde rs m and n -m respectively. Then Rt, R2 EPltul1t' 5 ,E.IV(R1), 52Eff(R 2 ), but RtRI=A 1AI and 5,5I = B,Br, These latter two matrices are related only in th e fact that both are nonsingular. This is in direct contrast to the known result that a characteristic root of FG (F and GT matrices of the same dimensions) is a characteristic root of GF , with the possible exception of a characteristic root equal to 0; i. e ., FG may be singular and GF may be nOI1-singular, or vice-versa.
RI( R ,RD-'R, + {S~'(S ,S D -'5,}" equals th e ide ntity matrix of order n.
Ke y Words: Matrices (pa irs of nonsin gular).
Let Pltllln denote th e se t of m by n matri ces of ra nk In, with e ntri es from a field of c haracteri sti c O. Given REPltmn let .IV (R) denote th e set of 5EPltn-m , n s uc h th a t R5 T = O. Note 
thal 5E .IV(R) if and only if RE.!V (5) ,
We assume as known the following results for REfYtmn and 5E.IV (R): where At, A2 a nd B I, B2 are any nonsingular matrices of orde rs m and n -m respectively. Then Rt, R2 EPltul1t' 5 ,E.IV(R1), 52Eff(R 2 ), but RtRI=A 1AI and 5,5I = B,Br, These latter two matrices are related only in th e fact that both are nonsingular. This is in direct contrast to the known result that a characteristic root of FG (F and GT matrices of the same dimensions) is a characteristic root of GF , with the possible exception of a characteristic root equal to 0; i. e ., FG may be singular and GF may be nOI1-singular, or vice-versa.
Yet this result can be translated into one similar to our theorem. Since 1 is either a characteristic root of both FG and GF or neither, it follows that 1 -FG is nonsingular if and only if / -GF is nonsingular. If both are nonsingular it is easy to show that
where p is the number of rows of F (and columns of G).
Finally we note that if R 1 , R 2 , 51, 52 are as in the 156 theorem and A is nonsingular matrix of order n, then are nonsingular together in which case
RrB-IR1A + A-1 5rC -1 52 = i n .
This follows from the fact that R1AeJt mn and 5M ry -1E.JV( RIA) .
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